
The following is a copy of my inquiries and there responses I have edited out my name and any 

locations and tracking numbers  

 

 

 

Hello, Thank you for bringing this to our attention. I understand how frustrating it is being 

charged without your authorization. After taking a look at the order, it appears that it is being 

sent to the same shipping address you've used in your previous Wish orders. Can you review 

the order in question and confirm if the address belongs to or is familiar to you? If so, could it be 

possible that this order was placed by accident? If you don't recognize the address in this order, 

please let us know so that we can investigate this further. We look forward to your reply. 

Yammer Fahad Wish Customer Support 

I do not know what other orders you are referring to I have never bought or have ever 

had anything shipped to the that state from wish or any other web site. The money was 

stolen from my checking account through wish.com  

Please expedite The return of my funds. I have contacted FedEx the package has been 

flagged has fraud and is being returned to the shipper. I have also contacted the sheriff 

department and they are looking into it. Has this was a debit card not a credit card it 

would be greatly appreciated if you could expedite the return of my funds 

 

Hello, Thank you for getting back to us. I understand that this is an accidental order and for this 

caused inconvenience. As this address was used on your previous Wish orders, you must first 

wait for the item to arrive so that you can start the return or refund process. The order is 

estimated to arrive by Nov 21, 2020. If you don't receive it after that date, please contact us 

again and we'll be happy to assist you. Let us know if you have any other questions. Yammer 

Fahad Wish Customer Support 

 

At this point I could not respond through the same feed I had to start another complaint. 

 

Amazing level of deniability, again I will ask the question has to what orders I have placed 

through wish.com that this order was shipped to. I will save you the trouble, the answer is none. 

So why do you keep saying in your responses I have shipped to this address before. Again I will 

ask for you to refund my money which was stolen from me through your web site. the item is 

being shipped back to where it came from. via FedEx tracking #........... this should be enough 

info for you to process a return of my funds. 

 


